
Energy Management Solutions



A Traditional Grid vs Smart Grid
Transforming into a decentralized energy grid

carbonTRACK
Intelligent Platform

“…delivers the intelligent 
energy management systems 
that facilitate embedded 
networks, Virtual Power Plants 
and smart grids, enabling 
individuals, communities, 
businesses and countries to 
harness legacy and renewable 
energy and harvest the 
benefits. ”

Predict, Aggregate, Optimize



Product Offering



Autopilot Mode: Self-Consumption
Managing all your energy assets to reduce your energy costs

How does self-consumption work?
carbonTRACK ensures that all the solar generated is consumed and if 
there is a battery it manages when the battery charges & discharges 
so that both of these assets are used in the most efficient way. This 
increases the ROI, shortens the pay-back period and results in a 
cheaper energy bill.

How carbonTRACK can help
carbonTRACK uses intelligent algorithms to optimize the use of solar, 
battery generators and loads, to increase the efficiency of your 
electrical installation and make it more profitable. Thus, achieving the 
lowest cost for energy usage.

The solution allows the customer to select how their energy assets 
will be used and then the platform automatically works out the rest. 
Ensuring that the energy that they self-generate is consumed as 
efficiently as possible and stored in the battery for later use.
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Autopilot Mode: Export Limiting
Limiting energy export while maintaining solar generation

What is Export Limiting?
As more solar is adopted, the network operators are finding it 
increasingly difficult to support the increase in energy being 
exported to the grid. This additional energy causes voltage and 
frequency fluctuations which can damage grid assets and lead to 
network outages. So network providers are looking to limit the 
amount of energy exported to the grid.

How carbonTRACK can help

Remote Generation Reduction
When set to autopilot mode, carbonTRACK will automatically 
manage the solar inverter generation output to match the loads that 
are present, thus ensuring that there is zero energy exported to the 
grid. It will also enable the charging of a battery, if available, while 
maintaining zero export.

Remote Inverter Disconnect / Re-connect
carbonTRACK allows the network operator to remotely disconnect 
the solar inverter, thus stopping any energy from being exported to 
the grid. When appropriate, the network operator can remotely re-
connect the solar inverter and it will resume normal operation.
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Autopilot Mode: Load Following
Supplementing solar energy with battery to reduce grid consumption

What is Load Following?

During peak periods, when energy costs are at their highest, 
the energy eco-system needs to maximize use of all available 
energy assets such as solar, battery and generator, to reduce 
the overall energy consumption from the grid.

Load following involves looking at the amount of energy that 
loads are consuming and then delivering the required amount 
of energy from a combination of solar generation, stored 
battery energy and the grid.

How carbonTRACK can help

carbonTRACK monitors the total power required by the loads 
and then intelligently applies either solar, battery storage 
and/or grid energy to satisfy the requirements.

Efficiently utilising the battery helps to reduce the 
consumption from the grid during peak periods and reduces 
the overall energy cost.
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Autopilot Mode: Demand Charge Management
Managing peak energy demand charges

What is Demand?
Demand is the maximum amount of power needed at any given 
point in time. Many energy providers include a demand charge 
component in their energy tariffs. The average demand charge is 
based on the average of the daily on-peak maximum demands for 
the billing month. A single day's on-peak maximum is based on a 
15-minute or 30-minute interval during on-peak hours when 
demand is at its highest. These charges are in addition to any Time 
of Use (TOU) of flat rate charges that the energy retailer might 
charge.

How carbonTRACK can help

• Shift energy use from on-peak to off-peak hours
• Reduce the number of major appliances that run at the same 

time during on-peak hours
• Utilise stored energy to reduce energy peaks

carbonTRACK allows the user to select the appliances that need to 
be automatically managed and it ensures that the peak power 
threshold as defined in the energy tariff is never exceeded.

From this:

To this:



Resiliency Mode: Battery Maximizer
Maximizing your battery runtime during an outage

What is Resiliency?
There has been a shift in energy consumer expectations from 
relying less on the grid and more on self-generation. These 
new micro-grid solutions have created their own challenges.

How carbonTRACK can help
By continually monitoring the condition of the grid, when grid 
anomalies such as brownouts or complete outages are 
detected (blackouts), carbonTRACK instantly turns off all non-
essential loads and only powers essential loads from the 
battery.

This allows the total battery runtime to be maximized while 
managing in-rush current to the battery, which can cause the 
battery to trip and go offline.

When the grid resumes operation, carbonTRACK turns all non-
essential loads back on.
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Grid Services



carbonTRACK
VPP Control Platform

“…providing low cost, reliable 
and scalable energy to the grid 
while unlocking multiple 
revenue streams for TSOs, 
aggregators & energy traders”

Frequency
Regulation

• Providing frequency regulation capability
• Servicing the day-ahead & real-time markets
• Unlocking revenue streams for businesses

Helping to stabilize and balance the grid

Demand
Response

• Monitor, Optimize and coordinate energy assets
• Seamlessly integrate to different asset types
• Fully automated energy delivery

Managing the grid in real time

Grid
Resiliency

• Regional and local grid resiliency
• Generation management
• Consumption curtailing

Resilience during grid outage events

• Provide a geographic net metering capability
• Share energy between separate sites
• Commercial retailer offering

Virtual energy trading

Energy 
Trading

Predict, Aggregate, Optimize



Grid

Aggregator
DER Client

cT VPP Platform

SMCU

CT200i Gateway

DER

Trigger Command

Grid
Management

Workflow Process

1. Utility (DER Server) sends DR trigger

2. carbonTRACK VPP Platform receives trigger via APIs

3. carbonTRACK VPP Platform starts existing Dispatch 
Profile to execute on trigger

Example:
• Demand Response: Deploy 1 MW over the next 4 

hours
• Frequency Regulation: Run Consumers for 15 

minutes

The Dispatch Profile contains DERs in the region that the 
Utility supports. carbonTRACK VPP Platform reports back 
to the utility on the outcome:

• Demand Response:
• Total energy deployed to the grid over the 4-

hour period (MW/h)
• Frequency Regulation:

• Total energy consumed or retained over 15-
minute period

VPP concepts explained

Inverter
Utility DER Server

Reporting



carbonTRACK
VPP Control Platform
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Demand Response: Network Demand
Managing grid demand in real time

How it works
Network operators are struggling to keep up with demand given the aging 
infrastructure. The adoption of renewable energy solutions further complicates 
grid stability. Generation & storage create complex market blindness for grid 
operators. Network demand response involves reducing overall grid consumption 
where appropriate and providing additional energy into the grid when required 
by utilizing virtual energy generators known as Distributed Energy Resources 
(DERs). 

The carbonTRACK VPP Control Platform makes DERs visible and dispatchable, 
allowing them to be contracted, aggregated and coordinated to provide 
electricity services. The platform also has the unique ability to control individual 
loads at each DER and lower their consumption to provide an overall reduction of 
energy usage across the network. This also assists to maximise energy delivery 
from the DERs into the network.

If demand spikes individual DERs will be instructed to reduce their local 
consumption and where energy generation sources, such as batteries or 
generators are available, they will be instructed to dispatch energy to the grid to 
help meet that demand, removing the need for expensive new infrastructure to 
be built and ensuring supply remains stable. DERs participating in the Demand 
Response initiative are on call, and paid to turn off machinery or appliances, or 
switch to on-site generators for a period of time during demand response events. 
The operator is paid a percentage based on the number of Megawatts that are 
generated and distributed into the network.

For System Operators & Aggregators



Demand Response: Wholesale
Price-based control of networked assets

How it works
Wholesale demand response involves energy users changing 
demand based on the wholesale electricity price, which 
fluctuates in response to supply and demand. Operators of 
manageable DER assets can take advantage of fluctuating 
energy prices and benefit from various revenue streams.

Energy market participation
Day-Ahead market – one day forward
The VPP Control Platform allows participation in the Day-Ahead
energy market by allowing energy dispatch events to be 
scheduled in advance.

Real-Time market – five minutes
The VPP Control Platform can receive five-minute dispatch 
signals from the market operators and allocates the most 
appropriate DERs to deliver the required energy capacity that is 
needed.

For System Operators, Aggregators & Energy Traders



Frequency Regulation: Ancillary Services
Helping to stabilize and balance the grid

For Utilities, System Operators & Aggregators
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How it works
Ancillary services demand response (frequency regulation) is 
used to keep the frequency of the network in balance. 
Operators of manageable DER assets can offer these services 
to the utility and benefit from various revenue streams.

When an ancillary trigger is received from the network 
operator, the VPP Control Platform selects which assets 
provide the right regulation capability, based on the individual 
classification of each of the assets.

The VPP Control Platform can bring energy reserves such as 
batteries and generators online within seconds and they can 
be ramped up or down at short notice in line with regulation 
requirements and ancillary triggers to help balance the grid 
frequency.



Virtual Energy Trading
Community energy sharing
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For Commercial and Residential customers

How it works
carbonTRACK’s VPP Control Platform provides the ability for 
communities to participate in virtual net metering. DERs are 
selected to form a virtual community, through an approved 
energy retailer. These can offset consumption at one physical 
location with generation that occurs at another physical 
location. As the size of the community increases, consumption 
tariffs can become more competitive.

Who is eligible to participate?

Commercial & Industrial (C&I) customers
All C&I customers can participate in this program. Those who 
have large solar installations at their site and do not consume 
as much as they generate, can offset the overall consumption 
at other sites. 

Residential customers
All residential customers can participate in the program, 
whether they have generation capabilities (solar) or not.



Grid Resiliency
Resilience during grid outage events

For Commercial and Residential customers

Microgrid

How it works
The carbonTRACK Platform provides full microgrid capabilities at each 
customer site. By predicting consumption needs based on historical data 
and then managing generation sources, such as solar and local loads, it 
ensures sufficient capacity is available in storage devices, such as 
batteries, to allow premises to continue to operate through periods of 
grid outage. The system can call upon external generation systems, such 
as onsite generators, to supplement energy as required.

Resiliency Scenarios

While On-Grid
During normal grid operation, the system intelligently charges storage 
devices during times of self-generation and discharges during high loads 
to shave peak loads and reduce demand charges.

While Off-Grid
As soon as the system detects that the grid is no longer available, the 
system sheds non-essential loads and continues to support all essential 
loads. When the grid returns, the platform seamlessly reconnects to the 
grid when it is safe to do so.



The VPP Value Chain

By utilizing the carbonTRACK VPP Platform, providers across the value chain can benefit from multiple revenue streams

SOs & Energy Traders

System Operators and 
Energy Traders can 

participate in various 
energy markets made 

available by our platform 
to create revenue 
streams based on 
Demand Response 

events and Ancillary 
Services.

Financiers generate 
revenue by financing 

generation and storage 
assets for customers to 

support Demand 
Response and Frequency 

Regulation capabilities 
that our platform 

unlocks.

Financiers

Sales teams can 
participate in profit 
sharing and rebate 

arrangements based on 
sales volumes of our 

products.

Sales Teams

Hardware 
manufacturers can 

leverage our platform to 
achieve industry 

certifications and reduce 
costs.

By partnering with 
solution providers and 
sales teams, they can 

also increase their 
product sales.

ManufacturersUtilities & TSOs

Utilities & TSOs can 
reduce operational 

expenses by leveraging 
the generation capacity 
of the aggregated DERs 

provided by our 
platform.

This reduces the 
requirement to build 

new expensive network 
infrastructure.


